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We report the magnetic and transport properties of polycrystalline Nd0.58−xGdxSr0.42MnO3 �x�0.0,
0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, and 0.42�. All the samples are single phase and have
grain size �1–2 �m. As the variance �2 increases, the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition
shows a gradual decrease and broadening, while the decrease in insulator metal transition is
sharpened. However, near equality of TC and TIM at intermediate values of �2 could be understood
in terms of the competing quenched and the grain boundary disorder. The variation in peak
magnetoresistance �MR� �maximum MR around TC /TIM� with �2 shows that maximum low field
MR�35% at H=3 kOe �68% at H=10 kOe� is centered around �2=0.009 857 Å2 �x=0.25�. This
shows that huge intrinsic MR can be obtained at relatively higher temperatures and lower magnetic
fields in the region of enhanced phase fluctuations. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3358618�

I. INTRODUCTION

Phase coexistence due the occurrence of several magne-
toelectronic phases, such as paramagnetic insulator, ferro-
magnetic metal �FMM�, ferromagnetic insulator �FMI�, anti-
ferromagnetic metal/insulator �AFMM/AFMI�, and charge/
orbital order insulator �COI� has been recognized as the
intrinsic property of the doped rare earth manganites, repre-
sented by general formula RE1−xAExMnO3 �RE=La, Pr, Nd,
etc., and AE=Ca, Ba, Sr, etc.�.1,2 These compounds also ex-
hibit colossal magnetoresistance �CMR�, which is now be-
lieved to be related intimately to COI state.1,2 Therefore the
strong phase coexistence and the competition between the
COI and FMM phases are now crucial elements in the ex-
planation of CMR.2,3 However, the magnetoelectrical prop-
erties, particularly the phase coexistence/fluctuation cannot
be determined solely by the 3d electron transfer interaction
or one-electron bandwidth �W�.1 The structural and magne-
toelectrical properties can be different even for the identi-
cally distorted perovskite lattice structure, the former of
which is generally determined by the tolerance factor or the
A-site averaged ionic radius alone. Attfield and
Rodríguez-Martínez3–5 conclusively demonstrated that the
FM transition temperature �TC� as well as the metal-insulator
transition �MIT� temperature �TIM� depends strongly not only
on the average ionic radius but also on the size mismatch of
the trivalent rare-earth and divalent alkaline-earth ions of the
A-site of the ABO3 type structure. The size mismatch repre-
senting the local lattice distortion transmitted from the ran-
domly substituted A-site is measured by the variance, �2

=�yiri
2− �rA�2, where yi is the fraction of the ith cation, ri is

its radius, and �rA� is the average radius of the cations at the
rare earth site. The local distortion arising from the differ-
ence in ionic radii, that is, �2 and/or the random Coulomb

potential due to the trivalent/divalent ion mixture is the
source of the quenched disorder �QD�. Here, QD means the
temperature-independent atomic-scale local inhomogeneity
producing randomness in potential energy, transfer energy,
electron number, exchange interaction, etc. In the hole-doped
perovskite manganites, therefore, this kind of QD or the po-
tential randomness is unavoidable except for some special
cases.1

The size disorder introduces variety of phenomena, such
as, metamagnetism and ferromagnetic-metal to cluster glass-
insulator transition6,7 at x�0.5, collapse of the CO-orbital
order �OO� state at x�0.45 �Ref. 8� and the Griffiths
phase9,10 in low and intermediate W manganites. The mag-
netoelectric phase evolution as a function of size disorder
��2� is expected to strongly influence the low field magne-
totransport properties. In the present work we report the ef-
fect of size mismatch induced disorder on phase fluctuation
and low field magnetoelectrical properties of intermediate W
manganite Nd0.58−xGdxSr0.42MnO3. The size disorder has
been introduced by partial substitution the larger Nd3+ �r
=1.27 Å� by smaller Gd3+ �r=1.21 Å� cation. The �rA� and
�2 were calculated using twelve-coordinate ionic radii given
by Y. Tokura1

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Polycrystalline Nd0.58−xGdxSr0.42MnO3 �x�0.0, 0.04,
0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, and 0.42� samples
were synthesized by the solid state reaction method. The
desired amounts of high purity �99.99� Nd2O3, Gd2O3,
SrCO3, and MnCO3 were weighed and mixed homoge-
neously. The thoroughly mixed and ground material was
heated at 920 °C for 24 h and 1200 °C for 36 h with inter-
mediate grinding. Then the powders were pressed in form of
rectangular pellets of dimension length=10 mm, width
=5 mm, and thickness=0.5 mm and sintered at 1350 °C fora�Electronic mail: hks65@mail.nplindia.org.
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24 h. The structural and surface morphological characteriza-
tion was done by powder x-ray diffraction �XRD� and scan-
ning electron microscopy �SEM�. The XRD data was refined
by the Reitveld method using FULL-PROF program. The mag-
netic characterization was carried out by measuring tempera-
ture and frequency dependent ac susceptibility of all the
samples. The resistivity was measured in four contact con-
figurations in the temperature range of 4.2–350 K and the
MR in magnetic field up to 10 kOe was measured in the
range of 77–350 K. The MR has been defined as MR= ��0

−�H�100� /�0, �0 and �H are resistivity measured at zero and
magnetic field H, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Since Gd is smaller than Nd, the average A-site cationic
radius �rA� decreases, while �2 increases. The relationship
between Gd concentration x, �rA�, and �2 are linear. Struc-
tural characterization by XRD reveals that all the samples are
single phase and have very good crystallinity. Refinement of
the XRD data carried out by the Reitveld method reveals that
all samples have orthorhombic structure with space group
Pbnm and the lattice parameters are a�b�c �O� type ortho-
rhombic�. Within the limit of the instrumental error the “a”
parameter is observed to decrease slightly with increasing x,
while “b” and “c” remain nearly constant. From the variation
trend of the lattice parameters a gradual decrease in orthor-
hombicity is observed with increasing x. This could be un-
derstood in terms of intrinsic pressure in the orthorhombic
lattice due to the substitution of smaller Gd3+ �r=1.21 Å�
cations for the larger Nd3+. However, the variation in only
one lattice parameter reflects the unidirectional nature of the
pressure, which could be related to some specific/selective
ordering of the Gd3+ cations in the parent Nd0.58Sr0.42MnO3

unit cell. SEM results show that the surface of these samples
generally consists of spherical grains and well defined grain
boundaries. The average grain size is found to be �1 �m.

The paramagnetic-ferromagnetic �PM-FM� transition
temperature �TC� is observed to decrease with increasing
x /�2 �see Table I�. In the pristine sample �x=0�, �2

=0.00 704 Å2, and TC=275 K, which was found to gradu-
ally decrease as a function of increasing �2 to �82 K for x
=0.42. The representative �-T curves corresponding to x
=0.00, 0.04, 0.12, 0.25, and 0.35 along with the �2 values

are plotted in Fig. 1. In addition to this appreciable broaden-
ing of the PM-FM transition was observed at higher �2 and
x. Thus Gd substitution at the Nd site has the twin effects on
the PM-FM phase transition. The TC suppression and con-
comitant increase in the transition width with increasing
x /�2 is explained in terms of the structural and microstruc-
tural changes. Smaller Gd3+ cations causes a decrease in �rA�
and in addition it also increases �2. The decrease in �rA�
coupled with the enhanced size disorder ��2� causes a local
deformation of the MnO6 octahedra, which strengthens the
Jahn–Teller �JT� distortion that increases carrier localization
due to reduced bandwidth.3–5 Simultaneously, the smaller
values of �rA� results in a decrease in the Mn–O–Mn bond
angles, which weakens the FM-DE �double exchange�of the
eg electrons. The usual broadening of the FM transition with
increasing x is due to the successive lowering of the Mn–
O–Mn bond angles. Thus decrease in �rA� �increase in �2� is
expected to enhance the competition between the two coex-
isting phenomena, viz., the JT distortion and the FM-DE
�Refs. 3–5� and hence may cause strong phase fluctuation at
or in the vicinity of a critical value of �rA� /�2.1 Since carrier
localization is explicitly reflected in electrical transport mea-
surement, the nature of the temperature dependent resistivity
is expected to change in the vicinity of the critical �rA� /�2.

The IMT of the Gd free sample is TIM�223 K and like
the TC it is also gradually observed to decrease with increase
in x /�2. The TIM of x=0.35 sample was �83 K and the x
=0.42 sample did not show IMT at all. The variation in IMT
as a function of �2 is listed in Table I. However, unlike the
PM-FM transition which broadened with increasing x /�2,
the IMT was to observe sharpen. The sharpening of the IMT
is clearly visible in the �-T curves presented in Fig. 2.

In the pristine sample ��2=0.007 04 Å2�, the difference
between TC and TIM is large �50 K �TC�TIM�. At �2

=0.009 33 Å2 �x=0.20�, both TC and TIM attain the same
value and at further higher variances the difference between
them again increases slightly �TIM�TC�. In polycrystalline
manganites, the difference between the TC and TIM is gener-
ally attributed to the grain boundary �GB� disorder.11–13

Therefore, at lower values of �2 the difference between TC

and TIM is due to the GB disorder. However, near equality of
TC and TIM at intermediate values of �2 could be understood

TABLE I. Variation of TC and TIM with GD content �x�, �rA� and variance.

Gd content
�x�

�rA�
�Å�

�2

��10−3 Å2�
TC

�K�
TIM

�K�

0 1.3414 7.04 275 223
0.04 1.339 7.521 263 213
0.08 1.3366 7.99 248 213
0.12 1.3342 8.448 223 203
0.16 1.3318 8.895 198 188
0.20 1.3294 9.33 168 168
0.25 1.3264 9.857 133 118
0.30 1.3234 10.366 117 105
0.35 1.3204 10.858 108 83
0.42 1.3162 11.516 83 ¯

FIG. 1. �Color online� Variation in ac susceptibility ��� as a function of
temperature for Nd0.58−xGdxSr0.42MnO3.
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in terms of the QD due to the size mismatch. As the size
disorder increases the QD induces phase fluctuation and en-
hanced phase competition. The competing phases in the pre-
sented case are expected to be FM-metal and
AFM-CO-insulator.1 Consequently, the competition between
these two disorders, viz., the GB disorder and the QD is
responsible for the observed variation in TC and TIM. At
lower values of x, e.g., the Gd free sample the large differ-
ence in TC and TIM shows that the GB disorder dominates
over the QD measured by �2. As x increases the GB disorder
remains unaffected while the value of �2 increases and en-
hances the phase fluctuation. Since Nd0.58Sr0.42MnO3 has a
FM-M ground state while Gd0.58Sr0.42MnO3 is an AFM-CO
insulator, the partial substitution of Nd by Gd could result in
creation of AFM-I/CO-I phase in the parent FM-M matrix
and hence enhance phase fluctuations, which are expected to
increase with increasing Gd content and maximize around
intermediate values of x, e.g., x=0.20–0.30. So at these Gd
concentrations the phase fluctuations is expected to be the
maximum and dominate over the GB disorder resulting in
near equality of TC and TIM. Near the highest value of �2 the
TIM becomes smaller than the corresponding TC. This could
be due to the appearance of some AFM-CO-OO cluster in
the FM matrix.

The variation in MR �H=3 kOe� as a function of tem-
perature is shown in Fig. 3. It is well known that the MR in
polycrystalline samples has two contributions: �i� the intrin-
sic component that arises due to the FM-DE and peaks
around TC /TIM and �ii� the extrinsic part that is determined
by the grain boundaries and increases monotonously as the
temperature is lowered.11–13 As seen in the Fig. 3, with in-
creasing x and hence �2, the MR is observed to increase. The
intrinsic MR is observed to increase from �3% to 35% as
the variance increases from 0.00 704 to 0.009 857 Å2 and
then decreases for larger values of �2. In contrast, the extrin-
sic GB part remains nearly constant and then increase
slightly, thus it has a weak dependence on the �2. The varia-
tion in the peak MR measured at 3 and 10 kOe and MR at
T=77 K is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. The intrinsic MR
that shows a maximum around TC /TIM is expected to be the
highest in the vicinity of the maximum phase fluctuation. To

verify this we measured the temperature dependent MR at
different magnetic fields for all the samples. The variation in
peak MR �maximum MR around TC /TIM� with �2 shows that
maximum low field MR�35% at H=3 kOe �68% at H
=10 kOe� is centered around �2=0.009 857 Å2 �x=0.25�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the effect of the quenched disorder aris-
ing from the size disorder �measured by the variance �2� at
the RE site in polycrystalline Nd0.58−xGdxSr0.42MnO3. Al-
though both TC and TIM are observed to decrease with in-
creasing �2 the former becomes broad while the later is
sharpened. This feature is attributed to phase fluctuation due
to the size disorder caused by Gd doping. The large differ-
ence in the TC and TIM �TC�TIM� at lower values of �2

suggests the dominance of the GB disorder over the
quenched disorder/phase fluctuation. Gradual sharpening of
the IMT with increasing �2 is followed by very sharp metal-
lic transition around �2=0.009 857 Å2. At further higher �2

the TIM again becomes smaller than TC and IMT finally van-
ishes. Large low field MR observed in the vicinity of �2

=0.009 857 Å2 demonstrates the importance of quenched
disorder/phase fluctuation in manganites.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Variation in resistivity as a function of temperature of
Nd0.58−xGdxSr0.42MnO3. The corresponding variances �2 �in Å2� have been
indicated.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of MR measured at magnetic field H
=3 kOe. The inset shows the variation in peak MR �%� with �2 �with unit
Å2�.
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